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Abstract
Measurements of CP violation in B0d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ decays play key
roles in testing the quark-flavour sector of the Standard Model. The theoretical
interpretation of the corresponding observables is limited by uncertainties from
doubly Cabibbo-suppressed penguin topologies. With continuously increasing ex-
perimental precision, it is mandatory to get a handle on these contributions, which
cannot be calculated reliably in QCD. In the case of the measurement of sin 2β
from B0d → J/ψK0S, the U -spin-related decay B0s → J/ψK0S offers a tool to control
the penguin effects. As the required measurements are not yet available, we use
data for decays with similar dynamics and the SU(3) flavour symmetry to con-
strain the size of the expected penguin corrections. We predict the CP asymmetries
of B0s → J/ψK0S and present a scenario to fully exploit the physics potential of
this decay, emphasising also the determination of hadronic parameters and their
comparison with theory. In the case of the benchmark mode B0s → J/ψφ used
to determine the B0s–B¯
0
s mixing phase φs the penguin effects can be controlled
through B0d → J/ψρ0 and B0s → J/ψK
∗0
decays. The LHCb collaboration has
recently presented pioneering results on this topic. We analyse their implications
and present a roadmap for controlling the penguin effects.
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1 Introduction
The data of the first run of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN have led to the
exciting discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2] and are, within the current level of precision,
globally consistent with the picture of the Standard Model (SM). The next run of the
LHC at almost the double centre-of-mass energy of the colliding protons, which will
start in spring 2015, will open various new opportunities in the search for New Physics
(NP) [3]. These will be both in the form of direct searches for new particles at the
ATLAS and CMS experiments, and in the form of high-precision analyses of flavour
physics observables at the LHCb experiment. Concerning the latter avenue, also the
Belle II experiment at the KEK e+e− Super B Factory will enter the stage in the near
future [4]. The current LHC data suggest that we have to prepare ourselves to deal
with smallish NP effects, and it thus becomes mandatory to have a critical look at the
theoretical assumptions underlying the experimental analyses.
Concerning measurements of CP violation, the B0d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ decays
play outstanding roles as they allow determinations of the B0q–B¯
0
q mixing phases φd and
φs, respectively. These quantities take the forms
φd = 2β + φ
NP
d , φs = −2λ2η + φNPs , (1)
where β is the usual angle of the unitarity triangle (UT) of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [5, 6] and
φSMs = −2λ2η = −(2.086+0.080−0.069)◦ (2)
in the SM [7]. The λ and η are two of the Wolfenstein parameters [8] of the CKM
matrix. The CP-violating phases φNPq , which vanish in the SM, allow for NP contributions
entering through B0q–B¯
0
q mixing.
The theoretical precision for the extraction of φd and φs from the CP asymmetries of
the B0d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ decays is limited by doubly Cabibbo-suppressed pen-
guin contributions. The corresponding non-perturbative hadronic parameters cannot be
calculated in a reliable way within QCD. However, in the era of high-precision measure-
ments, these effects have to be controlled with the final goal to match the experimental
and theoretical precisions [9–16].
As was pointed out in Ref. [9], B0s → J/ψK0S is related to B0d → J/ψK0S through
the U -spin symmetry of strong interactions, and allows a determination of the penguin
corrections to the measurement of φd. Concerning the B
0
s → J/ψφ channel, an analysis
of CP violation is more involved as the final state consists of two vector mesons and
thus is a mixture of different CP eigenstates which have to be disentangled through an
angular analysis of their decay products [17,18]. In this case, the decays B0d → J/ψρ0 [10]
and B0s → J/ψK∗0 [14] are tools to take the penguin effects into account. The LHCb
collaboration has very recently presented the first polarisation-dependent measurements
of φs from B
0
s → J/ψφ in Ref. [19]. We shall discuss the implications of these exciting
new results in detail.
Since a measurement of CP violation in B0s → J/ψK0S is not yet available, we use
the SU(3) flavour symmetry and plausible assumptions for various modes of similar
decay dynamics to constrain the relevant penguin parameters. Following these lines, we
assess their impact on the measurement of φd and predict the CP-violating observables
1
of B0s → J/ψK0S. In our benchmark scenario, we discuss also the determination of CP-
conserving strong amplitudes, which will provide valuable insights into non-factorisable
U -spin-breaking effects through the comparison with theoretical form-factor calculations.
Concerning the B0s → J/ψK∗0 channel, measurements of CP violation are also not
yet available. However, in the case of B0d → J/ψρ0, the LHCb collaboration has re-
cently announced the first results of a pioneering study [20], presenting in particular
a measurement of mixing-induced CP violation and constraints on the penguin effects.
This new experimental development was made possible through the implementation of
the method proposed by Zhang and Stone in Ref. [21]. We shall have a detailed look
at these exciting measurements and discuss important differences between the penguin
probes B0d → J/ψρ0 and B0s → J/ψK
∗0
. We extract hadronic parameters from the
B0d → J/ψρ0 data, allowing insights into SU(3)-breaking and non-factorisable effects
through a comparison with theory, and point out a new way to combine the informa-
tion provided by the B0s → J/ψK∗0, B0d → J/ψρ0 system in a global analysis of the
B0s → J/ψφ penguin parameters.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the general for-
malism to deal with the penguin effects. In Section 3, we explore the constraints of
the currently available data for the penguin contributions to the B0d,s → J/ψK0S system,
while we turn to the discussion of the most recent LHCb results for B0s → J/ψφ and
the penguin probes B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
in Section 4. In Section 5, we outline
a roadmap for dealing with the hadronic penguin uncertainties in the determination of
φd and φs. Finally, we summarise our conclusions in Section 6.
2 CP Violation and Hadronic Penguin Shifts
For the neutral Bq decays (q = d, s) discussed in this paper, the transition amplitudes
can be written in the following form [10]:
A(B0q → f) ≡ Af = Nf
[
1− bfeρf e+iγ
]
, (3)
A(B¯0q → f) ≡ A¯f = ηfNf
[
1− bfeρf e−iγ
]
. (4)
Here ηf is the CP eigenvalue of the final state f , Nf is a CP-conserving normalisation
factor representing the dominant tree topology, bf parametrises the relative contribution
from the penguin topologies, ρf is the CP-conserving strong phase difference between
the tree and penguin contributions, whereas their relative weak phase is given by the
UT angle γ. The parameters Nf and bf depend both on CKM factors and on hadronic
matrix elements of four-quark operators entering the corresponding low-energy effective
Hamiltonian.
In order to extract information on φq, CP-violating asymmetries are measured [22]:
|A(B0q (t)→ f)|2 − |A(B¯0q (t)→ f)|2
|A(B0q (t)→ f)|2 − |A(B¯0q (t)→ f)|2
=
AdirCP cos(∆Mqt) +AmixCP sin(∆Mqt)
cosh(∆Γqt/2) +A∆Γ sinh(∆Γqt/2) , (5)
where the dependence on the decay time t enters through B0q–B¯
0
q oscillations, and
∆Mq ≡M (q)H −M (q)L and ∆Γq ≡ Γ(q)L − Γ(q)H denote the mass and decay width differences
of the two Bq mass eigenstates, respectively.
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Using Eqs. (3) and (4), the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries AdirCP and AmixCP
take the following forms [10]:1
AdirCP(Bq → f) =
2bf sin ρf sin γ
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f
, (6)
AmixCP (Bq → f) = ηf
[
sinφq − 2bf cos ρf sin(φq + γ) + b2f sin(φq + 2γ)
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f
]
, (7)
while the observable A∆Γ is given by
A∆Γ(Bq → f) = −ηf
[
cosφq − 2bf cos ρf cos(φq + γ) + b2f cos(φq + 2γ)
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f
]
. (8)
For the discussion of the penguin effects, the following expression will be particularly
useful (generalising the formulae given in Ref. [14]):
ηfAmixCP (Bq → f)√
1− (AdirCP(Bq → f))2 = sin(φq + ∆φ
f
q ) ≡ sin(φeffq,f ) , (9)
where
sin ∆φfq =
−2bf cos ρf sin γ + b2f sin 2γ(
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f
)√
1− (AdirCP(B → f))2 , (10)
cos ∆φfq =
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f cos 2γ(
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f
)√
1− (AdirCP(B → f))2 , (11)
yielding
tan ∆φfq = −
[
2bf cos ρf sin γ − b2 sin 2γ
1− 2bf cos ρf cos γ + b2f cos 2γ
]
. (12)
It should be emphasised that ∆φfq is a phase shift which depends on the non-perturbative
parameters bf and ρf and cannot be calculated reliably within QCD. In the case of bf = 0,
the following simple situation arises:
AdirCP(Bq → f)|bf=0 = 0 , ηfAmixCP (Bq → f)|bf=0 = sinφq , (13)
allowing us to determine φq directly from the mixing-induced CP asymmetry.
Since in the decays B0d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ the parameters corresponding to
bf are doubly Cabibbo-suppressed, Eq. (13) is approximately valid. However, in the era
of high-precision studies of CP violation, we nonetheless have to control these effects.
As the corresponding penguin parameters are Cabibbo-allowed in the B0s → J/ψK0S and
B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
decays, these modes allow us to probe the penguin effects.
Making use of the SU(3) flavour symmetry, we may subsequently convert the penguin
parameters into their B0d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ counterparts, where in the latter
case also plausible dynamical assumptions beyond the SU(3) are required.
1Whenever information from both B0q → f and B¯0q → f decays is needed to determine an observable,
as is the case for CP asymmetries or untagged branching ratios, we use the notation Bd and Bs.
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Figure 1: Illustration of tree (left) and penguin (right) topologies contributing to the
Bq → J/ψX channels, where q ∈ {u, d, s}, q′ ∈ {d, s} and X represents any of the pi0,
pi+, K+, K0S, ρ
0, φ0 or K
∗0
mesons.
3 The B0d → J/ψK0S, B0s → J/ψK0S System
3.1 Decay Amplitudes and CP Violation
In the SM, the decay B0d → J/ψK0S into a CP eigenstate with eigenvalue ηJ/ψK0S = −1
originates from a colour-suppressed tree contribution and penguin topologies with q-
quark exchanges (q = u, c, t), which are described by CP-conserving amplitudes C ′ and
P ′(q), respectively, and illustrated in Fig. 1. The primes are introduced to remind us
that we are dealing with a b¯→ s¯cc¯ quark-level process. Using the unitarity of the CKM
matrix, the B0d → J/ψK0S decay amplitude can be expressed in the following form [9]:
A
(
B0d → J/ψK0S
)
=
(
1− λ
2
2
)
A′
[
1 + a′eiθ
′
eiγ
]
, (14)
where
A′ ≡ λ2A [C ′ + P ′(c) − P ′(t)] (15)
and
a′eiθ
′ ≡ Rb
[
P ′(u) − P ′(t)
C ′ + P ′(c) − P ′(t)
]
(16)
are CP-conserving hadronic parameters. The Wolfenstein parameter λ takes the value
λ ≡ |Vus| = 0.22551± 0.00068 [7], and
 ≡ λ
2
1− λ2 , A ≡
|Vcb|
λ2
, Rb ≡
(
1− λ
2
2
)
1
λ
∣∣∣∣VubVcb
∣∣∣∣ (17)
are combinations of CKM matrix elements. The parameter a′ measures the size of the
penguin topologies with respect to the tree contribution, and is associated with the CP-
conserving strong phase θ′. A key feature of the decay amplitude in Eq. (14) is the
suppression of the a′eiθ
′
eiγ term by the tiny factor  = 0.0536 ± 0.0003. Consequently,
φd can be extracted with the help of Eq. (13) up to corrections of O(a′).
As was pointed out in Ref. [9], the decay B0s → J/ψK0S is related to B0d → J/ψK0S
through the U -spin symmetry of strong interactions. It originates from b¯→ d¯cc¯ tran-
sitions and therefore has a CKM structure which is different from B0d → J/ψK0S. In
analogy to Eq. (14), we write
A
(
B0s → J/ψK0S
)
= −λA [1− aeiθeiγ] , (18)
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where the hadronic parameters are defined as their B0d → J/ψK0S counterparts. In
contrast to Eq. (14), there is no  factor present in front of the second term, thereby
“magnifying” the penguin effects. On the other hand, the λ in front of the overall
amplitude suppresses the branching ratio with respect to B0d → J/ψK0S.
The U -spin symmetry of strong interactions implies
a′eiθ
′
= aeiθ . (19)
In the factorisation approximation the hadronic form factors and decay constants cancel
in the above amplitude ratios [9], i.e. U -spin-breaking corrections enter aeiθ through
non-factorisable effects only. On the other hand, the relation
A′ = A (20)
is already in factorisation affected by SU(3)-breaking effects, entering through hadronic
form factors as we will discuss in more detail below.
It is well known that the factorisation approximation does not reproduce the branch-
ing ratios of B → J/ψK decays well, thereby requiring large non-factorisable effects.
Furthermore, the QCD penguin matrix elements of the current–current tree operators,
which are usually assumed to yield the potential enhancement for the penguin con-
tributions, vanish in naive factorisation for B → J/ψK decays. Consequently, large
non-factorisable contributions may also affect the penguin parameters a′eiθ
′
and aeiθ,
thereby enhancing them from the smallish values in factorisation, and Eq. (19) may re-
ceive sizeable corrections – despite the cancellation of form factors and decay constants
in factorisation.
Making the replacements
B0s → J/ψK0S : bfeiρf → aeiθ , B0d → J/ψK0S : bfeiρf → −a′eiθ
′
, (21)
we may apply the formalism introduced in Section 2, yielding the following phase shifts:
tan ∆φ
ψK0S
s =
−2a cos θ sin γ + a2 sin 2γ
1− 2a cos θ cos γ + a2 cos 2γ = −2a cos θ sin γ − a
2 cos 2θ sin 2γ +O(a3) ,
(22)
tan ∆φ
ψK0S
d =
2a′ cos θ′ sin γ + 2a′2 sin 2γ
1 + 2a′ cos θ′ cos γ + 2a′2 cos 2γ
= 2a′ cos θ′ sin γ +O(2a′2) . (23)
The expansions in terms of the penguin parameters show an interesting feature: the
phase shifts are maximal for a strong phase difference around 0◦ or 180◦. Conversely,
the penguin shifts will be tiny for values around 90◦ or 270◦, even for sizeable a(
′). The
∆φ
ψK0S
s and ∆φ
ψK0S
d enter
φeffs,ψK0S
= φs + ∆φ
ψK0S
s , φ
eff
d,ψK0S
= φd + ∆φ
ψK0S
d (24)
in the expressions corresponding to Eq. (9). These “effective” mixing phases are conve-
nient for the presentation of the experimental results [20].
3.2 Branching Ratio Information
The B0s → J/ψK0S decay channel has been observed by the CDF [23] and LHCb [24]
collaborations, and measurements of the time-integrated untagged rate [25]
B(Bs → J/ψK0S) ≡
1
2
∫ ∞
0
〈Γ(Bs(t)→ J/ψK0S)〉dt (25)
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with
〈Γ(Bs(t)→ J/ψK0S)〉 ≡ Γ(B0s (t)→ J/ψK0S) + Γ(B¯0s (t)→ J/ψK0S) (26)
were performed, resulting in the world average [26]
B(Bs → J/ψK0S) = (1.87± 0.17)× 10−5 . (27)
Information on the penguin parameters is also encoded in this observable, thereby
complementing the CP asymmetries. In view of the sizeable decay width difference ∆Γs
of the Bs-meson system, which is described by the parameter [27]
ys ≡ ∆Γs
2Γs
= 0.0608± 0.0045 , (28)
the “experimental” branching ratio (25) has to be distinguished from the “theoretical”
branching ratio defined by the untagged decay rate at time t = 0 [9]. The conversion of
one branching ratio concept into the other can be done with the help of the following
expression [28]:
B (Bs → J/ψK0S)theo = [ 1− y2s1 +A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) ys
]
B (Bs → J/ψK0S) . (29)
The observable A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) depends also on the penguin parameters, as can be
seen in Eq. (8).
The effective lifetime
τ effJ/ψK0S
≡
∫∞
0
t 〈Γ(Bs(t)→ J/ψK0S)〉 dt∫∞
0
〈Γ(Bs(t)→ J/ψK0S)〉 dt
(30)
=
τBs
1− y2s
[
1 + 2A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) ys + y2s
1 +A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) ys
]
(31)
allows us to determine A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S), thereby fixing the conversion factor in
Eq. (29) [28]. The LHCb collaboration has performed the first measurement of this
quantity [24]:
τ effJ/ψK0S
= (1.75± 0.12± 0.07) ps , (32)
corresponding to
A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) = 2.1± 1.6 . (33)
In view of the large uncertainty of this measurement, we shall rely directly on Eq. (8)
with Eq. (21) in the numerical analysis performed in Section 3.4.
In order to utilise the branching ratio information, we construct the observable
H ≡ 1

∣∣∣∣A′A
∣∣∣∣2 PhSp (Bd → J/ψK0S)PhSp (Bs → J/ψK0S) τBdτBs B (Bs → J/ψK
0
S)theo
B (Bd → J/ψK0S)theo
, (34)
where τBq is the Bq lifetime and PhSp (Bq → J/ψX) denotes the phase-space function
for these decays [9]. In terms of the penguin parameters, we obtain
H =
1− 2 a cos θ cos γ + a2
1 + 2a′ cos θ′ cos γ + 2a′2
= −1

AdirCP(Bd → J/ψKS)
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψKS)
, (35)
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where we also give the relation to the direct CP asymmetries of the decays at hand.
Keeping a and θ as free parameters, the following lower bound arises [29,30]:
H ≥ 1 + 
2 + 2 cos2 γ − (1 + )√1− 2+ 2 + 4 cos2 γ
22 (1− cos2 γ) , (36)
which corresponds to H ≥ 0.872 for γ = 70◦.
The determination ofH from the experimentally measured branching ratios is affected
by U -spin-breaking corrections which enter through the ratio |A′/A|. Consequently, H
is not a particularly clean observable. On the other hand, the analysis of the direct and
mixing-induced CP asymmetries does not require knowledge of |A′/A|.
3.3 Determination of γ and the Penguin Parameters
If we complement the ratio H with the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of the
B0s → J/ψK0S channel, we have sufficient information to determine γ and the penguin
parameters a and θ by means of the U -spin relation in Eq. (19) [9]. In this strategy, φs
serves as an input, where we may either use its SM value in Eq. (2) or the value extracted
from experimental data, as discussed in Section 4. We advocate the latter option since
it takes possible CP-violating NP contributions to B0s–B¯
0
s mixing into account.
Although γ can be extracted with this method at the LHCb upgrade, the corre-
sponding precision is not expected to be competitive with other strategies [31]. It is
therefore advantageous to employ γ as an input. Using data from pure tree decays of the
kind B → D(∗)K(∗), the following averages were obtained by the CKMfitter and UTfit
collaborations:
γ = (70.0+7.7−9.0)
◦ (CKMfitter [7]) , γ = (68.3± 7.5)◦ (UTfit [32]) . (37)
For the numerical analysis in this paper, we shall use the CKMfitter result in view of
the larger uncertainty. By the time of the LHCb upgrade and Belle II era, much more
precise measurements of γ from pure tree decays will be available (see Section 3.5).
Once the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of the B0s → J/ψK0S channel
have been measured, Eqs. (6) and (7) can be used with Eq. (21) to determine a and θ in
a theoretically clean way. Employing the U -spin relation (19) allows us to convert these
parameters into the phase shift ∆φ
ψK0S
d , and thus to include the penguin effects in the
determination of φd.
3.4 Constraining the Penguin Effects through Current Data
As a measurement of CP violation in B0s → J/ψK0S is not yet available, the U -spin
strategy sketched above cannot yet be implemented in practice. However, in order to
already obtain information on the size of the penguin parameters a and θ and their
impact on high-precision studies of CP violation, we may use experimental data for
decays which have dynamics similar to B0s → J/ψK0S.
If we replace the strange spectator quark with a down quark, as proposed in Ref. [10],
we obtain the B0d → J/ψpi0 decay [12], which is the vector–pseudo-scalar counterpart
of the vector–vector mode B0d → J/ψρ0. The B0d → J/ψpi0 mode has contributions
from penguin annihilation and exchange topologies, illustrated in Fig. 2, which have no
counterpart in B0s → J/ψK0S and are expected to be small. They can be probed through
7
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Figure 2: Illustration of additional decay topologies contributing to some of the
B → J/ψX channels: exchange (left), penguin annihilation (middle) and annihilation
(right).
the B0s → J/ψpi0 decay (and B0s → J/ψρ0 for B0d → J/ψρ0) [13]. First measurements of
CP violation in B0d → J/ψpi0 were reported by the BaBar and Belle collaborations:
AdirCP(Bd → J/ψpi0) =
{
−0.08± 0.16± 0.05 (Belle [33])
−0.20± 0.19± 0.03 (BaBar [34]) (38)
AmixCP (Bd → J/ψpi0) =
{
0.65± 0.21± 0.05 (Belle [33])
1.23± 0.21± 0.04 (BaBar [34]) . (39)
The results for the mixing-induced CP asymmetry are not in good agreement with each
other, with the BaBar result lying outside the physical region. The Heavy Flavour
Averaging Group (HFAG) has refrained from inflating the uncertainties in their average,
giving AmixCP (Bd → J/ψpi0) = 0.93 ± 0.15 [27]. The Belle II experiment will hopefully
clarify this unsatisfactory situation.
The charged counterpart B+ → J/ψpi+ of B0d → J/ψpi0 also has dynamics similar
to B0s → J/ψK0S but — as it is the decay of a charged B meson — does not exhibit
mixing-induced CP violation. It receives additional contributions from an annihilation
topology, illustrated in Fig. 2, which arises with the same CKM factor VudV
∗
ub as the
penguin topologies with internal up-quark exchanges, contributing similarly to the pen-
guin parameter ace
iθc (defined in analogy to Eq. (16)). If this parameter is determined
from the charged B+ → J/ψpi+, B+ → J/ψK+ decays and compared with the other
penguin parameters, footprints of the annihilation topology could be detected. In view
of the present uncertainties, we neglect the annihilation topology, like the contributions
from the exchange and penguin annihilation topologies in B0d → J/ψpi0. In Appendix A,
we give a more detailed discussion of the annihilation contribution and its importance
based on constraints from current data, which do not indicate any enhancement.
We shall also add data for the B+ → J/ψK+ (neglecting again the corresponding
annihilation contribution) and B0d → J/ψK0 modes to the global analysis, although the
penguin contributions are doubly Cabibbo-suppressed in these decays.
Using the SU(3) flavour symmetry and assuming both vanishing non-factorisable
corrections and vanishing exchange and annihilation topologies, the decays listed above
are characterised by a universal set of penguin parameters (a, θ), which can be extracted
from the input data through a global χ2 fit. The resulting picture extends and updates
the previous analyses of Refs. [12,13].
A first consistency check is provided by the ratios
Ξ(Bq → J/ψX,Bq′ → J/ψY ) ≡ PhSp (Bq′ → J/ψY )
PhSp (Bq → J/ψX)
τBq′
τBq
B (Bq → J/ψX)theo
B (Bq′ → J/ψY )theo
, (40)
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Figure 3: Overview of the different ratios defined in Eq. (40). In the limit where we
neglect the contributions from additional decay topologies and assume perfect flavour
symmetry for the spectator quarks, the ratios equal unity.
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1.13± 0.20 (stat)± 0.31 (FF)
Figure 4: H observables which can be constructed from the available branching ratio
information for Bq → J/ψP modes. The label “Dir” indicates that H is determined
from direct branching fraction measurements, whereas the label “Rat” is used for H
observables calculated from a ratio of branching fractions. The inner uncertainty bars
indicate the statistical uncertainty whereas the outer ones give the total uncertainty,
including the common uncertainty due to the form factors. The red band indicates the
average H observable of the B(u/d) → J/ψ(pi/K) modes. The hatched blue region is
excluded by Eq. (36).
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involving decays which originate from the same quark-level processes but differ through
their spectator quarks [31]. Neglecting exchange and annihilation topologies and assum-
ing perfect flavour symmetry of strong interactions, these ratios equal one. Within the
uncertainties, this picture is supported by the data, as shown in Fig. 3. In this compi-
lation, the B-factory branching ratio measurements are corrected for the measured pair
production asymmetry between B0dB¯
0
d and B
+B− [26] at the Υ(4S) resonance. Note
that the branching ratios for decays into final states with K0S or pi
0 mesons have to be
multiplied by a factor of two in Eq. (40) to take the K0S and pi
0 wave functions into
account.
Let us now probe the penguin parameters through the various branching ratios. To
this end, we use ratios defined in analogy to H in Eq. (34). The extraction of these
quantities from the data requires knowledge of the amplitude ratio |A′/A|, which is
given in factorisation as follows [9]:∣∣∣∣A′(Bq′ → J/ψX)A(Bq → J/ψY )
∣∣∣∣
fact
=
f+Bq′→X(m
2
J/ψ)
f+Bq→Y (m
2
J/ψ)
. (41)
The corresponding form factors have been calculated in the literature using a vari-
ety of techniques. For our analysis, we take the results from light cone QCD sum
rules (LCSR), which are typically calculated at q2 = 0. The relevant form factors
are f+B→pi(0) = 0.252
+0.019
−0.028 [35], f
+
B→K(0) = 0.34
+0.05
−0.02 [36] and f
+
Bs→K(0) = 0.30
+0.04
−0.03 [37],
where the first two describe transitions for both the B0d and the B
+ mesons. The q2 de-
pendence of these form factors is parametrised by means of the BGL method described
in Ref. [38].
Using these form factors and neglecting non-factorisable SU(3)-breaking effects, we
obtain the various H observables compiled in Fig. 4. With exception of the last entry,
all H observables share the same ratio f+B→K/f
+
B→pi. Consequently, their central values
and uncertainties are highly correlated. However, even restricting the comparison to the
statistical uncertainties shows an excellent compatibility between the various H results.
The corresponding ratios are related to each other through the isospin symmetry (ne-
glecting additional topologies), and we obtain a consistent experimental picture. The
agreement with the last entry, which involves the decay B0s → J/ψK0S instead of the
B → J/ψpi modes, suggests that non-factorisable SU(3)-breaking effects and the impact
of additional decay topologies are small, thereby complementing the picture of Fig. 3.
The uncertainties are still too large to draw definite conclusions.
For the global χ2 fit to extract the penguin parameters a and θ we use the input
quantities summarised in Table 1, and add the CKMfitter result for γ in Eq. (37) as an
asymmetric Gaussian constraint. As far as the H observables are concerned, we employ
the average of the B(u/d) → J/ψ(pi/K) combinations, which involve the same set of form
factors (see Fig. 4), and the H observable of the B0s,d → J/ψK0S system. The branching
ratios entering the H observables are complemented by the corresponding direct CP
asymmetries.
In order to add the mixing-induced CP asymmetry of the B0d → J/ψpi0 channel to
the fit, the B0d–B¯
0
d mixing phase φd is needed as an input. However, the measured CP-
violating asymmetries of the B0d → J/ψK0S decay allow us to determine only the effective
10
Observable Experimental result
AdirCP(B± → J/ψpi±) −0.001± 0.023 [26]
AdirCP(Bd → J/ψpi0) −0.13± 0.13 [26]
AmixCP (Bd → J/ψpi0) 0.94± 0.15 [26]
AdirCP(B± → J/ψK±) −0.0030± 0.0033 [26]
AdirCP(Bd → J/ψK0) 0.007± 0.020 [27]
AmixCP (Bd → J/ψK0) −0.670± 0.021 [27]
H(B(u/d) → J/ψ(pi/K)) 1.22± 0.34 Fig. 4
H(B(s/d) → J/ψK0S) 0.93± 0.31 Fig. 4
Table 1: Input quantities for the global χ2 fit to the penguin parameters a, θ and φd.
mixing phase2
φeffd,ψK0S
= φd + ∆φ
ψK0S
d = (42.1± 1.6)◦ (42)
from Eq. (9). But — if we express the phase shift ∆φ
ψK0S
d in terms of the penguin
parameters — we may add this observable to our analysis.
The global fit yields χ2min = 2.6 for four degrees of freedom (a, θ, φd, γ), indicating
good agreement between the different input quantities. It results in the solutions
a = 0.19+0.15−0.12 , θ = (179.5± 4.0)◦ (43)
and
φd =
(
43.2+1.8−1.7
)◦
, (44)
while γ is constrained to the input in Eq. (37). In Fig. 5, we show the correlation between
φd and a. The value of φd in Eq. (44) will serve as an input in Section 4. Following
Ref. [13], we illustrate the various constraints entering the fit through contour bands of
the individual observables in Fig. 6. For the AmixCP (Bd → J/ψpi0) range, we have used
the value of φd in Eq. (44). In comparison with the analysis of Ref. [13], the penguin
parameters are now constrained in a more stringent way. The penguin parameters in
Eq. (43) result in the following penguin phase shift:
∆φ
ψK0S
d = −
(
1.10+0.70−0.85
)◦
, (45)
with confidence level contours shown in Fig. 7.
3.5 Benchmark Scenario for B0d,s → J/ψK0S
Let us conclude the analysis of the penguin effects in B0d → J/ψK0S by discussing a future
benchmark scenario pointing to the LHCb upgrade era. Using the results in Eq. (43)
and assuming the SM value for φs in Eq. (2), we obtain the following predictions:
A∆Γ(Bs → J/ψK0S) = 0.957± 0.061 , (46)
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK0S) = 0.003± 0.021 , (47)
AmixCP (Bs → J/ψK0S) =−0.29 ± 0.20 . (48)
2The numerical value in Eq. (42) actually corresponds to the mixing-induced CP asymmetry
AmixCP (Bd → J/ψK0), which is an average of B0d → J/ψK0S and B0d → J/ψK0L data [27].
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Figure 5: Correlation between the B0d–B¯
0
d mixing phase φd and the penguin parameter
a arising from the χ2 fit to current data as described in the text.
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Figure 6: Determination of the penguin parameters a and θ through intersecting contours
derived from CP asymmetries and branching ratios of Bq → J/ψP decays. We show
also the confidence level contours obtained from a χ2 fit to the data. To improve the
visualisation, the allowed range for a has been extended to 1.
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fit to the data. Superimposed are the contour levels for the penguin parameter a.
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Figure 8: Prediction of CP violation in B0s → J/ψK0S following from the global χ2 fit to
the present data as discussed in Section 3.4.
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The associated confidence level contours for AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK0S) and AmixCP (Bs → J/ψK0S)
are shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, the penguin parameters in Eq. (43) yield
τ effJ/ψK0S
= (1.603± 0.010) ps , (49)
in agreement with the experimental result in Eq. (32).
In order to illustrate the potential of the B0s → J/ψK0S decay to extract the penguin
parameters at the LHCb upgrade, let us assume that γ has been determined in a clean
way from pure tree decays B → D(∗)K(∗) as
γ = (70± 1)◦ , (50)
and that the B0s–B¯
0
s mixing phase has been extracted from the B
0
s → J/ψφ angular
analysis and the application of the strategies discussed in Sections 4 and 5 to control the
penguin effects as
φs = − (2.1± 0.5|exp ± 0.3|theo)◦ = −(2.1± 0.6)◦ . (51)
The experimental uncertainty projections for the LHCb upgrade are discussed in Ref. [39].
We consider our assessment of the theoretical uncertainty of φs in Eq. (51) as conserva-
tive.
Let us assume that the CP-violating asymmetries of the B0s → J/ψK0S channel have
been measured as follows:
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK0S) = 0.00± 0.05 , AmixCP (Bs → J/ψK0S) = −0.28± 0.05 , (52)
i.e. with the central values of Eqs. (47) and (48). In order to estimate the uncertainties,
current LHCb measurements of CP violation in B0s → D∓s K± modes [40] have been
extrapolated to the LHCb upgrade era, correcting for the B0s → J/ψK0S event yield [41].
A χ2 fit to these observables would then yield
a = 0.189+0.034−0.032 , θ = (179.5± 9.4)◦ . (53)
The corresponding confidence level contours are shown in Fig. 9.
In contrast to the fit in Fig. 6, this “future” determination of a and θ is theoretically
clean. Using the U -spin relation (19), these parameters can be converted into the penguin
phase shift of B0d → J/ψK0S. It is only at this point that potential U -spin-breaking effects
enter. They can be included by introducing parameters ξ and δ as follows:
a′ = ξ · a , θ′ = θ + δ . (54)
Assuming ξ = 1.00± 0.20 and δ = (0± 20)◦, the results for a and θ in Fig. 9 yield
∆φ
ψK0S
d = −
[
1.09± 0.20 (stat)+0.20−0.24 (U-spin)
]◦
, (55)
with the corresponding contours shown in Fig. 10. In this benchmark scenario, the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties are of the same size, with a total uncertainty
of 0.3◦ if added in quadrature. By the time such measurements will be available, we
should have better experimental insights into U -spin-breaking effects. As we will see in
Section 4.3, already the currently available data for B0d → J/ψρ0 decays do not favour
large effects in the B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψφ system.
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Figure 9: Benchmark scenario illustrating the determination of the penguin parameters
a and θ from the CP asymmetries of the B0s → J/ψK0S decay.
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uncertainty for U -spin breaking effects, parametrised through Eq. (54).
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It is important to emphasise that the observable H is not required in this analysis.
Assuming Eq. (19), it can rather be determined with the help of Eq. (35). As a′ enters
there in combination with the tiny  factor, the U -spin-breaking corrections have a
negligible effect in this case. Using Eq. (53), we obtain
H(a,θ) = 1.172± 0.037 (a, θ)± 0.0016 (ξ, δ) . (56)
The comparison with Eq. (34) then allows us to extract the ratio∣∣∣∣A′A
∣∣∣∣ =
√
H(a,θ)
PhSp (Bs → J/ψK0S)
PhSp (Bd → J/ψK0S)
τBs
τBd
B (Bd → J/ψK0S)theo
B (Bs → J/ψK0S)theo
. (57)
In order to illustrate the corresponding future experimental precision, we use the central
values of the penguin parameters in Eq. (53) and combine them with information on the
ratio of branching fractions. The systematic uncertainty of all Bs branching ratio mea-
surements is limited by the ratio fs/fd = 0.259± 0.015 [42] of fragmentation functions,
which is required for normalisation purposes [43]. At the LHCb upgrade, the experi-
mental precision of the ratio of branching fractions entering Eq. (57) will be governed by
that of fs/fd. Assuming no further improvement in the determination of this parameter,
which is conservative, would result in the measurement∣∣∣∣A′A
∣∣∣∣
exp
= 1.160± 0.035 . (58)
The experimental uncertainty is about five times smaller than the current theoretical
uncertainty of the factorisation result∣∣∣∣A′A
∣∣∣∣
fact
= 1.16± 0.18 (59)
using LCSR form factors (see the discussion of Eq. (41)). Consequently, the experimental
determination of |A′/A| is yet another interesting topic for the LHCb upgrade. It will
provide valuable insights into possible non-factorisable U -spin-breaking effects and the
hadronisation dynamics of the B0s,d → J/ψK0S system.
4 B Decays into Two Vector Mesons
4.1 Preliminaries
In the case of the B0s → J/ψφ and B0d → J/ψρ0 modes, the final states are mixtures of
CP-even and CP-odd eigenstates. For the analysis of CP violation, these states have to
be disentangled with the help of a time-dependent angular analysis of the J/ψ → `+`−
and φ → K+K−, ρ0 → pi+pi− decay products [17, 18]. To this end, it is convenient to
introduce linear polarisation amplitudes A0(t), A‖(t) and A⊥(t) [44], where the 0 and
‖ final state configurations are CP-even while ⊥ describes a CP-odd state. A detailed
discussion of the general structure of the various observables provided by the angular
distribution in the presence of the penguin contributions was given in Ref. [10]. The linear
polarisation states are also employed for the theoretical description of the B0s → J/ψK∗0
decay, which has a flavour-specific final state [14].
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4.2 The B0s → J/ψφ Channel
The decay B0s → J/ψφ is the B0s -meson counterpart of B0d → J/ψK0S. Assuming that
the φ meson is a pure ss¯ state, i.e. neglecting ω–φ mixing (for a detailed discussion, see
Ref. [14]), this transition arises if we replace the down spectator quark of B0d → J/ψK0S
by a strange quark. In analogy to Eq. (14), the SM decay amplitude takes the following
form [10,14]:
A
(
B0s → (J/ψφ)f
)
=
(
1− λ
2
2
)
A′f
[
1 + a′fe
iθ′f eiγ
]
, (60)
where the label f ∈ {0, ‖,⊥} distinguishes between the different configurations of the
final state vector mesons. We have to make the replacements
B0s → J/ψφ : bfeiρf → −a′feiθ
′
f , Nf →
(
1− λ
2
2
)
A′f (61)
in order to apply the formalism introduced in Section 2. The hadronic phase shift
φeffs,(ψφ)f = φs + ∆φ
(ψφ)f
s (62)
can be obtained from Eq. (12).
The penguin parameters (a′f , θ
′
f ) are — in general — expected to differ for different
final-state configurations f . However, applying simplified arguments along the lines of
factorisation, the following picture emerges [10]:
a′f ≡ a′ψφ , θ′f ≡ θ′ψφ ∀f ∈ {0, ‖,⊥} . (63)
The reason giving rise to the polarisation-independent parameters is the feature that
form factors, which may depend on the final-state configuration f , cancel in the a′f
ratios of penguin to tree amplitudes. It is an interesting question to test Eq. (63) with
experimental data, in particular in view of the discussion in the paragraph after Eqs. (19)
and (20). The parameters a′ψφ and θ
′
ψφ in Eq. (63) may differ from their B
0
d → J/ψK0S
counterparts in Eq. (14) due to the different hadronisation dynamics and non-factorisable
effects.
The LHCb collaboration has recently presented the first results for the effective
B0s–B¯
0
s mixing phases for the different final-state polarisations [19]:
φeffs,0 = −0.045± 0.053± 0.007 = −(2.58± 3.04± 0.40)◦ , (64)
φeffs,‖| − φeffs,0 = −0.018± 0.043± 0.009 = −(1.03± 2.46± 0.52)◦ , (65)
φeffs,⊥ − φeffs,0 = −0.014± 0.035± 0.006 = −(0.80± 2.01± 0.34)◦ . (66)
Within the uncertainties, no dependence on the final-state configuration is revealed.
Moreover, Eq. (64) is in excellent agreement with the SM value in Eq. (2). Using Eq. (45)
as a guideline for the size of possible hadronic phase shifts in B0s → J/ψφ, the current
precision is not yet high enough for resolving such effects. However, the LHCb analysis
of Ref. [19] has a pioneering character, and it will be very interesting to monitor the
polarisation-dependent measurements as the precision increases. Assuming a universal
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value of φeffs , i.e. the relations in Eq. (63), the following result is obtained from the time-
dependent analysis of the B0s → J/ψ[→ µ+µ−]φ[→ K+K−] angular distribution [19]:
φeffs = φs + ∆φs = −0.058± 0.049± 0.006 = −(3.32± 2.81± 0.34)◦ . (67)
The LHCb collaboration has also reported first polarisation-dependent results for the
following quantities:
|λf | ≡
∣∣∣∣A(B¯0s → (J/ψφ)fA(B0s → (J/ψφ)f
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣1 + a′fe
iθ′f e−iγ
1 + a′fe
iθ′f e+iγ
∣∣∣∣∣ . (68)
In this expression, CP violation in B0s–B¯
0
s oscillations, which is a tiny effect [45], has
been neglected, like in Eq. (5) with Eqs. (6), (7) and (8). The LHCb measurements are
given by
|λ0| = 1.012± 0.058± 0.013 , (69)
|λ⊥/λ0| = 1.02± 0.12± 0.05 , (70)
|λ‖/λ0| = 0.97± 0.16± 0.01 . (71)
Within the current uncertainties, again no polarisation dependence is observed. This
is in agreement with the structure of Eq. (68), where the parameter a′fe
iθ′f enters with
 ∼ 0.05. If we use the fit result in Eq. (43) as a guideline and assume a′feiθ
′
f ∼ 0.2,
we obtain |λf | = 1 + O(0.01), which sets the scale of the required precision to resolve
possible footprints of the penguin contributions in these measurements.
Assuming that the parameters |λf | ≡ |λψφ| do not depend on the final-state config-
uration of the vector mesons, the LHCb collaboration has extracted the following result
from the B0s → J/ψ[→ µ+µ−]φ[→ K+K−] data:
|λψφ| = 0.964± 0.019± 0.007 . (72)
The deviation from unity at the 1.8σ level — which could well be an experimental
fluctuation — would be surprisingly large in view of the discussion given above. In
Fig. 11, we convert this result into a contour band in the θ′ψφ–a
′
ψφ plane. As expected,
the central value would correspond to penguin effects too large to be consistent with
the other constraints. Assuming the SM value of φs in Eq. (2), we may also show the
experimental result in Eq. (67) as a band in this figure. This analysis illustrates the
observation we made in the context with Eqs. (22) and (23): in order to ensure a small
phase shift of φs for large penguin parameters, strong phases around ±90◦ are needed.
Interestingly, the data for B0d → J/ψρ0 also suggest such a picture for the strong phases.
4.3 The B0d → J/ψρ0 Channel
In analogy to B0s → J/ψK0S and B0d → J/ψpi0, the decay B0d → J/ψρ0 originates from
b¯→ d¯cc¯ quark-level transitions and has a decay amplitude of similar structure [10]:
√
2A
(
B0d → (J/ψρ0)f
)
= −λAf
[
1− afeiθf eiγ
]
, (73)
where the factor of
√
2 is due to the wave function of the ρ0. In analogy to B0s → J/ψφ,
the B0d → J/ψρ0 decay also shows mixing-induced CP violation, where an analysis of
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Figure 11: Constraints in the θ′ψφ–a
′
ψφ plane following from the effective B
0
s–B¯
0
s mixing
phase in Eq. (67) and |λψφ| in Eq. (72). Here we assume the SM value of φs in Eq. (2).
the J/ψ → `+`− and ρ0 → pi+pi− decay products is required to disentangle the CP-even
and CP-odd final states. In order to apply the formalism of Section 2, we have to make
the replacements
B0d → J/ψρ0 : bfeiρf → afeiθf , Nf → −
λAf√
2
. (74)
In particular, we then obtain expressions for the “effective” mixing phases φeffd,f ≡ 2βefff
by applying Eq. (9). It should be emphasised that the corresponding penguin shifts
are not doubly Cabibbo-suppressed. If we rescale the result in Eq. (45) by −1/, we
expect hadronic penguin shifts of O(20◦) in the B0d → J/ψρ0 channel. However, as we
noted after Eqs. (22) and (23), and as we will see below, also the strong phases play an
important role for the numerical values. The hadronic parameters in the B0s,d → J/ψK0S
system and in B0d → J/ψρ0 are generally expected to differ from one another.
The LHCb collaboration has recently reported the first experimental results for CP
violation in the B0d → J/ψρ0 channel [20]. The measurements of the polarisation-
dependent effective B0d–B¯
0
d mixing phases are given as follows:
φeffd,0 =
(
44.1± 10.2+3.0−6.9
)◦
, (75)
φeffd,‖ − φeffd,0 = −
(
0.8± 6.5+1.9−1.3
)◦
, (76)
φeffd,⊥ − φeffd,0 = −
(
3.6± 7.2+2.0−1.4
)◦
. (77)
Within the uncertainties, no dependence on the final-state configuration f is detected.
Assuming penguin parameters independent of f , i.e.
af ≡ aψρ , θf ≡ θψρ ∀f ∈ {0, ‖,⊥} (78)
in analogy to the relations in Eq. (63), the phase
φeffd =
(
41.7± 9.6+2.8−6.3
)◦
(79)
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Figure 12: Determination of the penguin parameters af and θf from intersecting contours
derived from the CP observables in B0d → J/ψρ0. Superimposed are the confidence level
contours obtained from a χ2 fit to the data. The contour originating from the direct CP
violation in B0s → J/ψφ (see also Fig. 11) has been added for visual comparison, but is
not taken into account in the fit.
and the CP asymmetries
AdirCP(Bd → J/ψρ) ≡ CJ/ψρ = −0.063± 0.056+0.019−0.014 (80)
−AmixCP (Bd → J/ψρ) ≡ SJ/ψρ = −0.66+0.13+0.09−0.12−0.03 (81)
are extracted from the experimental analysis of the time-dependent angular distribution
of the B0d → J/ψ[→ µ+µ−]ρ0[→ pi+pi−] decay products.
The formulae in Section 2 allow the conversion of these results into the B0d → J/ψρ0
penguin parameters. To this end, we assume again the CKMfitter value of γ in Eq. (37).
Moreover, we need the B0d–B¯
0
d mixing phase φd as an input for the analysis of the mixing-
induced CP asymmetry. However, as we have actually extracted φd from the global fit
discussed in Section 3.4, we shall use the value in Eq. (44) for the B0d → J/ψρ0 analysis.
In the LHCb study of Ref. [20], corrections from penguin contributions to B0d → J/ψK0S
were not taken into account.
The main results of the χ2 fit to the data read as follows:
aψρ = 0.037
+0.097
−0.037 , θψρ = −
(
67+181−141
)◦
, ∆φψρd = −
(
1.5+12−10
)◦
. (82)
In Fig. 12, we show the corresponding confidence level contours with the bands of the
individual observables. It is interesting to note that the current experimental measure-
ment of |λψφ| from B0s → J/ψφ is in slight tension with the results from B0d → J/ψρ0.
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Should this turn out not to be a mere fluctuation of the data, which seems unlikely, the
effect cannot be explained by penguin effects alone.
We have also explored a polarisation-dependent analysis of the penguin effects in
B0s → J/ψφ using the same strategy as for the above fit. The resulting confidence level
contours are shown in Fig. 12. They are compatible with the polarisation-independent
results in Eq. (82), but the current uncertainties are too large to draw further conclusions.
This analysis should be seen as an illustration and motivation for experimentalists to
perform more precise polarisation-dependent measurements, which are the method of
choice in the long run.
Neglecting exchange and penguin annihilation topologies (see Fig. 2), the SU(3)
flavour symmetry allows us to convert the hadronic parameters of the B0d → J/ψρ0
decay into their B0s → J/ψφ counterparts [10]:
a′fe
iθ′f = afe
iθf , A′f = Af , (83)
allowing us to convert the penguin parameters in Eq. (82) into the hadronic phase shift
of the B0s → J/ψφ decay. Parametrising possible SU(3)-breaking effects as in Eq. (54)
with ξ = 1.00± 0.20 and δ = (0± 20)◦, we obtain
∆φψφs =
[
0.08+0.56−0.72 (stat)
+0.15
−0.13 (SU(3))
]◦
, (84)
which is statistics limited, even when assuming larger SU(3)-breaking uncertainties.
The power of mixing-induced CP violation in B0d → J/ψρ0 for this determination is
remarkable [20]. It should be compared with the current value of φeffs in Eq. (67), which
is affected by significantly larger experimental uncertainties.
The contours in Fig. 12 do not rely on information from decay rates and are theoreti-
cally clean. As in the discussion of the B0s → J/ψK0S benchmark scenario in Section 3.5,
we may use the penguin parameters extracted from the CP asymmetries of B0d → J/ψρ0
to determine the ratio of CP-conserving strong amplitudes, in analogy to Eq. (57). The
only conceptual difference is that polarisation-dependent studies should be performed
in the B0d → J/ψρ0 and B0s → J/ψφ systems. Following these lines, we obtain the
amplitude ratios∣∣∣∣ A′0(Bs → J/ψφ)A0(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣ = 1.06± 0.07 (stat)± 0.04 (a0, θ0) (85)∣∣∣∣∣ A
′
||(Bs → J/ψφ)
A‖(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1.08± 0.08 (stat)± 0.05 (a‖, θ‖) (86)∣∣∣∣ A′⊥(Bs → J/ψφ)A⊥(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣ = 1.24± 0.15 (stat)± 0.06 (a⊥, θ⊥) , (87)
which are still consistent with the limit of no SU(3)-breaking corrections. These results
can be compared with QCD calculations, such as the recent results obtained in Ref. [16]
within the perturbative QCD (PQCD) approach. Within naive factorisation, the LCSR
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form factors of Ref. [46] (see Table 8) yield∣∣∣∣ A′0(Bs → J/ψφ)A0(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣
fact
= 1.43± 0.42 (88)∣∣∣∣∣ A
′
||(Bs → J/ψφ)
A‖(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣∣
fact
= 1.37± 0.20 (89)
∣∣∣∣ A′⊥(Bs → J/ψφ)A⊥(Bd → J/ψρ0)
∣∣∣∣
fact
= 1.25± 0.15 . (90)
Although the uncertainties are still very large, these numbers are consistent with the
results in Eqs. (85)–(87), and imply∣∣∣∣A′A
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣A′factAfact
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 +A′non-fact/A′fact1 +Anon-fact/Afact
∣∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∣A′factAfact
∣∣∣∣ . (91)
Consequently, either the non-factorisable contributions A(′)non-fact themselves or the differ-
ence (due to SU(3)-breaking effects) between the ratios A′non-fact/A′fact and Anon-fact/Afact
is small. In view of the discussion after Eqs. (19) and (20), the latter option is favoured.
A similar picture also arises for SU(3)-breaking effects in B0d → pi+pi−, B0d → pi−K+,
B0s → K+K− decays, which exhibit a different decay dynamics [47]. In view of this
observation, we get confidence in the first relation in Eq. (83) (and the uncertainties
assumed in Eq. (54)). It is interesting to note that the experimental uncertainties of the
ratios in Eqs. (85)–(87) are already smaller or of similar size than the uncertainties of
the theoretical calculations, which are challenging to improve.
4.4 The B0s → J/ψK
∗0
Channel
The decay B0s → J/ψK∗0 originates from b¯ → d¯cc¯ quark-level processes and is the
B0s -meson counterpart of the B
0
d → J/ψρ0 mode. The CDF [23] and LHCb [41] col-
laborations have measured the B0s → J/ψK∗0 branching ratio. In the SM, the decay
amplitude takes the form
A(B0d → (J/ψK∗0)f ) = −λA˜f
[
1− a˜feiθ˜f eiγ
]
, (92)
where we have introduced the tilde to distinguish the hadronic B0s → J/ψK∗0 parameters
from their B0d → J/ψρ0 counterparts. Using SU(3) flavour symmetry arguments and
neglecting penguin annihilation and exchange topologies in B0d → J/ψρ0, we obtain the
relations
a˜fe
iθ˜f = afe
iθf , A˜f = Af . (93)
In order to apply the formalism of Section 2, we have to make the substitutions
B0s → J/ψK∗0 : bfeiρf → a˜feiθ˜f , Nf → −λA˜f . (94)
In contrast to the B0d → J/ψρ0 channel, the B0s → J/ψK
∗0
decay does not exhibit
mixing-induced CP violation as the J/ψK
∗0
final state is flavour specific, i.e. the pion
and kaon charges of K
∗0 → pi+K− and K∗0 → pi−K+ distinguish between initially
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present B0s and B¯
0
s mesons, respectively. Consequently, in order to determine the penguin
parameters, we have to rely on direct CP violation and decay rate information [14]. For
each of the final-state configurations f ∈ {0, ‖,⊥}, we have a direct CP asymmetry Adir,fCP
and an observable corresponding to Eq. (34):
H˜f ≡ 1

∣∣∣∣∣A′fA˜f
∣∣∣∣∣
2
PhSp (Bs → J/ψφ)
PhSp(Bs → J/ψK∗0)
B(Bs → J/ψK∗0)theo
B(Bs → J/ψφ)theo
f˜ expVV,f
f expVV,f
, (95)
where
f expVV,f ≡
B(Bs → (f)f )exp∑
f B(Bs → (f)f )exp
(96)
is the polarisation fraction of the Bs → f channel with
∑
f f
exp
VV,f = 1. Also for the vector–
vector modes the Hf observables use the “theoretical” branching ratio concept, which for
Bs decays differs from the experimentally measured time-integrated branching ratio [28].
The conversion factors are similar to Eq. (29) but become polarisation dependent. The
measurement of these observables, which depend on a˜f and θ˜f as well as γ, requires
again an angular analysis of the decay products. Since γ is an input, we may determine
the penguin parameters for the different final state configurations f [14].
In contrast to the analysis of B0d → J/ψρ0, where mixing-induced CP violation plays
the key role, this method is affected by hadronic uncertainties which enter through the
H˜f ratios. The extraction of these quantities from the data involves ratios of strong
amplitudes, which depend on hadronic form factors and non-factorisable effects. In
Ref. [16], a detailed analysis of these quantities has been performed within the PQCD
approach. We shall return to this topic below.
Measurements of direct CP asymmetries of the B0s → J/ψK∗0 decay have not yet
been performed. Using Eq. (93), we expect them to equal those of B0d → J/ψρ0:
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK∗0)0 = −0.094± 0.071 , (97)
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK∗0)‖ = −0.12± 0.12 , (98)
AdirCP(Bs → J/ψK∗0)⊥ = 0.03± 0.22 , (99)
where the CP asymmetries are defined as in Ref. [14]. It will be interesting to confront
these numbers with future experimental results.
5 Roadmap
In the era of the LHCb upgrade and Belle II, there will be a powerful interplay of the
different decay channels discussed in this paper. The measurement of CP violation in
the B0s → J/ψK0S decay will allow us to extract the corresponding penguin parameters
in a theoretically clean way at LHCb and to control the penguin effects in the extraction
of φd from B
0
d → J/ψK0S with the help of the U -spin symmetry [9, 31].
At Belle II, it will be important to measure CP violation in B0d → J/ψpi0 and to re-
solve the current discrepancy between the BaBar and Belle measurements of the mixing-
induced CP asymmetry (see Eq. (39)). The penguin parameters can be determined in
analogy to the B0s → J/ψK0S strategy [12]. However, whereas the U -spin symmetry is
sufficient in the case of the B0s,d → J/ψK0S system, the B0d → J/ψpi0 mode is affected by
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further uncertainties due to penguin annihilation and exchange topologies, which arise
in B0d → J/ψpi0 but have no counterpart in B0d → J/ψK0S. Some of these amplitudes
are isospin suppressed (and thus expected to be very small) but not those competing
with the penguin contributions. The annihilation and exchange topologies can be probed
through B0s → J/ψpi0 [13]. The LHCb collaboration does not see any evidence for the
B0s → J/ψρ0 channel in the current data [48].
Following these lines, the B0d–B¯
0
d mixing phase φd can be extracted with unprece-
dented precision. The key question is whether the comparison with the SM value
φSMd = 2β will result in a discrepancy, thereby indicating a CP-violating NP phase
φNPd . Here the interplay between γ and the side Rb of the UT is crucial [49]:
sin 2β =
2Rb sin γ(1−Rb cos γ)
(Rb sin γ)2 + (1−Rb cos γ)2 . (100)
The precision will be governed by Rb [7, 32]. Future data collected at the Belle II ex-
periment and theoretical progress will hopefully resolve the discrepancy between the
determination of Rb from inclusive and exclusive semileptonic B decays [26]. The angle
γ can be determined with high precision from B → D(∗)K(∗) decays, as given in Eq. (50).
Measurements of the CP violation in B0s → J/ψφ will play a key role for the de-
termination of φs. It will be important to have polarisation-dependent analyses of φ
eff
s,f
available with a precision much higher than the pioneering LHCb results reported re-
cently in Ref. [19]. Different values would signal the presence of penguin effects and a
violation of the relations for the penguin parameters in Eq. (63). Measurements of the
direct and mixing-induced CP-violating observables of the B0d → J/ψρ0 channel allow us
to determine the corresponding penguin parameters in a clean way [10]. Here the value
of φd determined from the B
0
d,s → J/ψK0S system is needed as an input. Also in the
B0d → J/ψρ0 analysis it will be important to make final-state-dependent measurements.
The experimental results of Ref. [20] provide a fertile ground for these analyses. Using
then the relations in Eq. (83) allows us to determine the phase shifts ∆φfs and to extract
the values of φs from the effective mixing phases φ
eff
s,f of the B
0
s → J/ψφ channel.
The penguin effects can also be probed by the B0s → J/ψK∗0 decay [14]. This channel
provides direct CP asymmetries but no mixing-induced CP violation as the final state
is flavour-specific. In order to make use of the branching ratio information, ratios of
strong amplitudes |A′f/A˜f | are needed which introduce hadronic form-factor and non-
factorisable uncertainties into the analysis. However, these ratios can actually be fixed
through experiment. From the B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψφ analysis, we may determine
the ratios |A′f/Af | in a theoretically clean way, as we discussed in Eqs. (85)–(87) for the
current data. Using the relation in Eq. (93), we obtain∣∣∣∣A′fAf
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣A′fA˜f
∣∣∣∣∣ , (101)
which allows us to convert the B0s → J/ψK∗0 rate measurements into the H˜f observables.
Finally, using also the relation
a˜fe
iθ˜f = afe
iθf = a′fe
iθ′f , (102)
it is possible to make a simultaneous χ2 fit to the experimental data offered by the
B0s → J/ψφ, B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
system as illustrated in the flow chart in
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Figure 13: Flow chart of the combined analysis of the B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
and
B0s → J/ψφ modes to simultaneously determine the penguin parameters, the ratio of
SU(3)-breaking strong amplitudes, and the CP-violating B0s–B¯
0
s mixing phase φs.
Fig. 13. This global analysis allows us to combine all the information offered by the
penguin control channels in an optimal way and provides valuable insights into strong
interactions as a by-product. Even though the direct CP asymmetry measurements in
B0s → J/ψK∗0 are at present not yet available, we can already implement this strategy
and extend the fits in Fig. 12 to include branching ratio information from B0s → J/ψφ,
B0d → J/ψρ0 and B0s → J/ψK
∗0
. The results of this analysis are∣∣∣∣A′0A0
∣∣∣∣ = 1.073+0.094−0.073 , a0 = 0.05+0.14−0.04 , θ0 = − (98+115−157)◦ , (103)∣∣∣∣∣A
′
||
A‖
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1.088+0.114−0.085 , a|| = 0.06+0.12−0.06 , θ|| = − (89+145−102)◦ , (104)∣∣∣∣A′⊥A⊥
∣∣∣∣ = 1.21+0.18−0.13 , a⊥ = 0.03+0.12−0.03 , θ⊥ = (35+223−252)◦ . (105)
We observe that with the current experimental precision the additional branching ratio
information does not have any impact on the determination of af and θf with respect to
the fits to the B0d → J/ψρ0 system only. The information is fully used to constrain the
amplitude ratios |A′f/Af |, which were previously not included in the fit. To observe any
impact on af and θf , the combined experimental precision on the H observables needs
to be improved by at least an order of magnitude. Numerical differences in |A′f/Af |
compared to Eqs. (85)–(87) arise due to the added information originating from the
B0s → J/ψK∗0 system. This extended fit may be further refined by adding information
from B0s → J/ψρ0 to probe exchange and penguin annihilation topologies.
There is actually an interplay between the high-precision determinations of φd and φs.
The point is that φd is needed as an input for the analysis of mixing-induced CP violation
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Figure 14: Interplay between the decays used to measure the B0q–B¯
0
q mixing phases and
the channels needed to control the penguin contributions in the former measurements.
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Figure 15: Illustration of the correlation between φs and φd for non-MFV models with
flavour-universal CP-violating NP phases characterised by Eq. (107): we show the current
experimental situation (left) and extrapolate to the LHCb upgrade era (right).
of B0d → J/ψρ0 whereas φs is required for the analysis of mixing-induced CP violation of
B0s → J/ψK0S. We have illustrated these cross links in Fig. 14. Consequently, it will be
advantageous to eventually perform a simultaneous analysis of the B0s,d → J/ψK0S and
B0s → J/ψφ, B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
systems.
For the search of NP in the era of the LHCb upgrade [39] and Belle II [4], it will be
important to have determinations of both φd and φs available with the highest possible
precision. We obtain an interesting correlation between these mixing phases if their NP
phases in Eq. (1) take the same value:
φNPs = φ
NP
d ≡ φNP. (106)
This relation, which was considered in Refs. [50,51] on a phenomenological basis, arises
actually in extensions of the SM going beyond “minimal flavour violation” (MFV),
which are characterised by flavour-universal CP-violating NP phases (for an overview,
see Ref. [52]). In this specific class of NP, referred to as non-MFV models, we obtain the
following correlation:
φs = φd +
(
φSMs − φSMd
)
, (107)
which allows an experimental test. In Fig. 15, we illustrate this relation both for the
current situation and for the expected situation in the LHCb upgrade era. The future
uncertainty of the value of φSMd = 2β will be fully governed by Rb (see Eq. (100)), which
enters also the band representing the relation in Eq. (107). It will be interesting to
confront these considerations with experimental data in the next decade.
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6 Conclusions
The picture emerging from run I of the LHC suggests that we have to prepare ourselves
to deal with smallish NP effects. For the determination of the B0q–B¯
0
q mixing phases φd
and φs from CP violation measurements in B
0
d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ, respectively,
this implies that controlling higher order hadronic corrections, originating from doubly
Cabibbo-suppressed penguin topologies, becomes mandatory. In this paper, we have
outlined strategies to accomplish this task using the SU(3) flavour symmetry of QCD.
The penguin contributions to B0d → J/ψK0S can be controlled with the help of its
U -spin partner B0s → J/ψK0S. As the required CP violation measurements of the lat-
ter mode are not yet available, we have performed a global fit to current data for CP
asymmetries and branching ratios of B → J/ψ(pi/K) modes with similar dynamics to
already constrain the hadronic penguin shift affecting the B0d → J/ψK0S channel. For the
future LHCb upgrade era we have illustrated the potential of the B0s → J/ψK0S mode,
which represents the cleanest penguin probe, with a benchmark scenario. In addition,
we have discussed a strategy to probe non-factorisable U -spin-breaking effects in the
B0s,d → J/ψK0S system.
The penguin contributions to B0s → J/ψφ can be controlled with the help of the
modes B0d → J/ψρ0 and B0s → J/ψK
∗0
. We have analysed the first LHCb measurement
of CP violation in B0d → J/ψρ0, taking into account possible penguin effects in the
required input for φd. In view of the excellent precision that can already be obtained in
this analysis, the B0d → J/ψρ0 mode is expected to play the key role for the control of
the penguin effects in the determination of φs. We have proposed a new strategy to add
the B0s → J/ψK∗0 data to this analysis in a global fit, which does not require knowledge
of form factors for the interpretation of the decay rate information. It rather allows us
to determine also hadronic parameters, which then provide insights into non-factorisable
SU(3)-breaking effects. Adding B0s → J/ψρ0 to the analysis, also the impact of penguin
annihilation and exchange topologies, which are expected to be small, can be probed
through experimental data.
Finally, we propose a combined analysis of the B0s,d → J/ψK0S and B0s → J/ψφ,
B0d → J/ψρ0, B0s → J/ψK
∗0
systems in order to simultaneously determine the mixing
phases φd and φs, taking into account the cross-correlations between these modes in the
control of the penguin effects. For the search of new sources of CP violation in the era of
the LHCb upgrade and Belle II, simultaneous high-precision measurements of φd and φs
are crucial ingredients. In extensions of the SM, such as non-MFV models, characteristic
correlations between φd and φs arise which can then be tested. While the SM prediction
of φs has already a precision much smaller than the LHCb upgrade sensitivity, the major
limitation for φSMd is given by the determination of |Vub/Vcb| entering the UT side Rb.
Future progress on this long-standing challenge would be very desirable to complement
the cutting-edge analyses of CP violation. We look forward to moving to the high-
precision frontier!
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A Contributions from Annihilation Topologies
The framework introduced in Section 2 can be extended to allow for annihilation topolo-
gies Ac. The amplitude of the decay B
+ → J/ψpi+ can be written as
A(B+ → J/ψpi+) = −λAc
[
1− aceiθceiγ
]
, (108)
where
Ac ≡ λ2A
[
Cc + P
(c)
c − P (t)c
]
(109)
is defined as in Eq. (15), whereas
ace
iθc = a˜ce
iθ˜c + xeiσ (110)
with
a˜ce
iθ˜c ≡ Rb
[
P
(u)
c − P (t)c
Cc + P
(c)
c − P (t)c
]
(111)
and
xeiσ ≡ Rb
[
Ac
Cc + P
(c)
c − P (t)c
]
. (112)
The penguin parameter a˜ce
iθ˜c is defined in analogy to Eq. (16), while the relative con-
tribution from the annihilation topology is probed by xeiσ. The direct CP asymmetry
in B+ → J/ψpi+ then takes the form
AdirCP =
2(a˜c sin θ˜c + x sinσ) sin γ
1− 2(a˜c cos θ˜c + x cosσ) cos γ + 2a˜cx cos(θ˜c − σ) + a˜2c + x2
, (113)
whereas the ratio Ξ (B± → J/ψpi±, Bs → J/ψK0S) depends on x and σ as
Ξ =
1− 2(a˜c cos θ˜c + x cosσ) cos γ + 2a˜cx cos(θ˜c − σ) + a˜2c + x2
1− 2a˜c cos θ˜c cos γ + a˜2c
. (114)
Similar expressions can be obtained for the direct CP asymmetry in B+ → J/ψK+
and the ratio Ξ (B± → J/ψK±, Bd → J/ψK0) by making the substitution
a˜c → a˜′c , θ˜c → θ˜′c + pi , x→ x′ , σ → σ′ + pi . (115)
Assuming
x′eiσ
′
= xeiσ (116)
and universal penguin parameters, i.e.
a˜ce
iθ˜c = a˜′ce
iθ˜′c = aeiθ, (117)
the annihilation parameters x and σ can be obtained from a χ2 fit to the two direct
CP asymmetries and the two Ξ ratios listed above. Including the observables γ (from
Eq. (37)), a and θ (from Eq. (43)) as Gaussian constraints results in the solution
x = 0.02+0.12−0.02 , σ =
(
173+58−63
)◦
, (118)
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Figure 16: Determination of the parameters x and σ, which probe annihilation topologies
in B+ → J/ψpi+ and B+ → J/ψK+ decays, through intersecting contours corresponding
to the current data for the CP asymmetries and branching ratio information. We show
also the confidence level contours following from a χ2 fit.
with the corresponding confidence level contours shown in Fig. 16. The result is compat-
ible with x = 0, which is consistent with our assumption to neglect contributions from
annihilation topologies in the main χ2 fit.
The results in Eq. (118) assume external input for the penguin parameters a and θ,
and therefore do not take into account the back reaction of a non-zero value of xeiσ on
aeiθ. The annihilation topologies could lead to effects of similar size as the exchange and
penguin annihilation topologies, which can be probed through the B0s → J/ψpi0 decay. In
the future, with stringent constraints on the branching ratio of this channel, an extended
fit could be made, including all additional topologies. But then we expect to have also
high-precision measurements of the CP violation in B0s → J/ψK0S available, allowing
us to implement the strategy discussed in the main part of the paper. The extended
fit would nevertheless offer an interesting cross-check to complement the picture of the
penguin parameters.
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